
 IMPACT INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT. BENGALURU-560092

STUDENT FEEDBACK FORM

                                                                                                                                                    Department:

Year/Semester:                                                                                                      Academic year:

*Note: Dear student please do not write your name or sign in this (not to disclose your identity).

(Feedback from students who has got more than 60% attendance in each subject)

Sl.
No.

Parameters 

Subject: 
Name of the Faculty:

1.

Does the faculty engage the class regularly?
A: very regular  
B: mostly regular
C: regular   
D: not regular

2.

Does the faculty come to the class punctually and engage the class until completion of allotted hour.
A: all the time    
B: 75% of time
C: 50% of time  
D: always late

3.

Does the Faculty has the in-depth knowledge on the subject
A: very Good   
B: Good
C: Average
 D: Poor

4.

Does the faculty discuss the subject concerned while teaching or deviate 
A: all the time about subject
B: most of the time about subject 
C: some time deviate      
D: deviate all the time.

5. How you rate the faculty’scommunication skill in terms of expression and systematic presentation?



A: very clear   
B: fairly clear  
C: clear      
D: not clear

6.

Does the faculty teach in English or switch over to the regional language?
A: sticks to English  
B: most of the time in English
C: some times in regional language 
D: most of the time in regional language.

7.

Do you understand the faculty’s teaching?
A: 100% 
B: 75%-80%  
C: 50%-60% 
D: less than 50%

8.

Does the faculty give information about the latest development in his/her field of subject?
A: regularly 
B: most of the time
C: now and then 
D: not at all.

9.

Does the faculty take attendance regularly?
A: regularly       
B: most of the time
C: sometimes   
D: not at all.

10.

Does the faculty explain the application aspects of the topics?
A: regularly        
B: most of the time
C: sometimes     
D: not at all.

11.

Does the faculty fair and impartial in evaluation of test/assignments/record
A: very impartial  
B: rarely partial
C: partial more often  
D: always partial

12. Does the faculty encourage questions from the students and clarify the doubts?
A: clarifies 



B: takes time to clarify
C: encourages and does not clarify  
D: discourages

13.

Does the faculty maintain cordial relationship with students?
A: very cordial    
B: cordial
C: Occasionally cordial 
D: very harsh

14.

Is the faculty available in the campus for clarification of doubts after the class hours?
A: always available 
B: most of the times 
C: rarely available 
D: never available

15.

Does the faculty cover the syllabus as per schedule?
A: covers 100%     
B: covers 75%-90%
C: covers 60%-70% 
D: never less than 60%

16.

Does the faculty insist on discipline in the class?
A: very much   
B: mostly
C: rarely      
D: not at all1.

Does the Faculty give regular assignments?
A-Regularly. 
B-Once in a month
C-Occasionally. 
D-Never

2.

Does the Faculty conduct remedial classes to the needy students?
A-Regularly. 
B-Once in a month
C-Occasionally. 
D-Never

3.

Does the Faculty use innovative teaching methods?
A-Regularly. 
B-Once in a while 
C-Rarely . 
D-Never

4.

Does the Faculty guide the students in practical classes?
A-Regularly. 
B-Once in a month
C-Occasionally. 
D-Never            
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STUDENT FEEDBACK MECHANISM

 The students are encouraged to give the FEEDBACK in the prescribed form.

 Students can download the FEEDBACK form from the College Website and submit the same to the office 

 Filling the feedback form is voluntary and it remains anonymous

 The feedback information received shall be used to improve the overall standards in the college on academic facilities.
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